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Abstract

Cornish-Bowden and Clirdenils (Cornish-Bowden. A. and Cirdentrs h1.L. ( 1003) Eur. I. Bicxhem. 213. 87-92) have sugsesred that
simulation results previously published by us (Mendes. P.. Kell. D.8. and Wehrcrhoff. H.V.(1992) Eur. J. Bicxhem. 204. 2SC Z<ip,)
which had demonstrated that large reductions of intermediate poc*! s i ~ e sct~uldhrr accompanied by increising channel flux in a model
metabolic pathway, were an artefact of changes in the pathway's o r eri~l!tlux of the order of Q.0075C/r,or of inappropriate alteralicmh of
enzyme activities. They also asserted to prove that "vk;lnn+-.lling of an intermediate cannot affect its free concentration r r ~constant net
flux". We consider the co-response of the intrrmediatc metabolite concentru~ion('prol') and the channel flux to changes In kineric tor
thermodynamic) parameters, Both by analytical proofs and by r,umtlrical examples we show t h a ~this co-response can ht. positive.
negative or null. depending on the parameter change. In particular. we prtlvt. that :here is always a number of ways of changing
parameters such that the intermediate metabolite concentration decrease3 wiih incrazlhing ct-l!lne? flux. whether the totid flux varies or iti
constant. We also show that increased stability of the {dynamic) en~ymc-inlcrmediatc-t'11zyrnecqm;lex. as well as rr slnglc paramcler
change that similarly displays no cross-over effects. car, 1eaJ to decreased intermcdiatc metaboli~econcentration and i n c r ~ w dchannei
flux at constant total flux. In general. o nun-zero co-response of the intermediate mtl~abolittrconcentration ('pm~l')and the channel flux to
changes in kinetic (or other) parameters is the rule rather tiran he erception. More q x i f i c d l y : ( i ) The algebraic anaIyi?i('general p n ~ 1f
given in Cornish-Bowden and Cirdenas (199.3)contains the constrain[ that the claaticititls of various steps to the mrdulation parameters
which were used to vary the channel tlux at constant net flux were unity. Thi3 i> an unfonunnfe and unnecessary cr~nstraintwhich. when
lifted. means that the concentration of the p ~ oinl the general case can indeed change ut constant net flux. A 'simplified prrrnf given in
Cornish-Bowden and Cirdenas ( 1993) also f d s . due in addition to the consequent failure to include mass cnnservation relations for some
of the enzymes. Iii) In the systems studied by Cornish-Bowden and Crirdenah ( 10031. [lux is properly to be considered as a variable (since
i! varies during the transition to the steady state). and not a paramew. and as such t.rnlror per su affect the rnagnirude of other variables
in the steady state. (iii) By relaxing the constraint referred ro in [i). abovc. and by making h u l modulations (i.r.. of more than one
parameter at once) which are different fmm those carried out in Cornish-i3r)wdt.narrd Crirdenas (199.31 we find many instances in which
channelling (described by a parameter p) does signiticuantly affect the ct,nct.ntrotion of the pool intermediate C at constant total tlux. (iv)
In the same pathways, but in which the flux is held constant by setting it via a ~ertl-orderflux-generating reaclinn. lhe addition of a
channel is also able significantly to modulart: the size of the p l o l nt constant trr~alf l ~ , ,Our
. results >how that the rffecriveness of
channelling in decreasing il pool. even at consfant flux. i s very much a reality.

1. Introduction
Enzyr.,e -enzyme interactions have long been identified
both in vitro and in vivo. These interactions can take many
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forms. One that has been much in focus Iately is th;~! in
which a ct)mxot! Intermediate of two enzymes. catalysing
consecutive reactions of a pathwoy. diffuses from one
active centre 10 the other without becoming fret. to mix
with a nominal substrate 'pol'. This phenotnenan. known
as metabolic channelling. has been particularly clearly
identitied and characterized in long-lived enzyme cornplcxes (with low dissociation constants). One cilse of this
so-cilllt:d 'static* channelling, in which the ellzyrne-en-
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zymc complcx cxists in the absence of the comnion intcrmcdiztc. and which has hccn studied by X-ray crystallopraphy in rcmarknhlc detail. is the bacterial tryptophan
syn~haschienzyme (EC 1.2.1.20). In this case. indole, the

common intcrmcdiate of the two reactions, travels from the
site of its p ~ i d u c ~ i olo
n the silr wtlrre i t i b uiilised as z
suhslratc via a 25-30 A long tunnel [I -31. It has also been
proposed (e.g. (4-91) [hat ciyrloniit*complexer. of consccutive enzymes (with higher dissociation cons tan:^) are also
capable of promoting ~netabolic channelling. Because such
complexes are essentially ahscnt when the common intermediate is not bound. enzymes dissociate easily, and (the
widespread) experimental evidence for such dynamic channelling has k e n gathered by methods other than structural
ones ireviewed in [7.10- 121).
That channelling exists in real metabolic systems does
not in itself indicate the magnitude of any effects that
might follow fmm the addition of a metahlic channel to a
pathway exhibiting otherwise purely pool-type behaviour.
Many authors have suggested possible advantages, or at

least consequences. of metabolic channelling for cellular
metabolism (em€.. [ I 1-18]). of which perhaps the most
common, in addition to possible effects on the flux through
various merilbdic branches. i s that channelling. could lead
to a decrease in the steady-state concentration of the
intermediate metabolite (pool). In contrast with these suggestions. Cornish-Bowden [ 191 published simulations in
which the addition of a channel to a model pathway did
not decrease the concentration of the intermediate metabolite (and actually slighrly increased it). Although his simulations were restricted to very specific thermodynamic and
kinetic parameters. he pe~cralisedhis conclusions, arguing
that "channelling has no effect on the free concentration
of a channelled intermediate in a pathway" [19]. We
subsequently showed [20]. by performing simulations on
the same mudel studied in 1191. that this was an incorrect
overgeneralisatian: in padicular, if the reaction catalysed
by the enzymes forming the channel had a KCy higher than
1. and if the enzyme removing the product of the channel
reaction was kinetically competent. channelling in the
stated model could decrease the steady -state concentration
of the pool by factors of as much as 1000. independently
of the mechanism of the ierminal ~ ~ ~ ai di under
~ f i
conditions of essentially (approximately) constant overall
flux. If the channel was a 'static' channel, the decrease in
the pool could bc :G arbitrarily low levels, and this conclusion also held for a system in which other reactions could
consume the pool intermediate. Easterby IS91 had also
showed that channelling could decrease the sire of a pool,
particularly in a stiitic channel. Thus. we concluded that.
given appropriate pardmeters. the addition of a channel :cl
an otherwise unchannelled pathway is perfectly cri~ableof
bringing mctabolitc concentrations 10 low l e v ~ ~ s .
Hov:crcr. Cornish- Bowdcn and Cirdenas [2 1) then
claimed. intcr aliil. that the simulation results previously
puhiishcd by us [20] resulted from variations of overall

pathway flux or 'cross-over effects' and that channelling
would not decrcase the pool size at constant net flux.

I n this paper we prove ana!ytically that there are always
parameter changes that lead to increased channelling flux
and decreased intermediate metabolite concentrations even
~i c~fl;*n**
. .rrrt, iiet fliii;. Wc alsa show that incrcascd charsnelling flux caused by increased stability of the ternary
enzyme-substrate-enzymecomplex can be accompanied by
decreased concentrations of the (free) intermediate metabolite, In general, whether the intermediate metabolite concentration decreases or increases depends on the way
increased chas~rielli~rg
flux is effected. Flux optimization
procedures could therefore employ the possibility of increasing the proportion of flux through chzmnelling complexes and decreasing intermediate metabolite concentrations (cf. [22]).
[2 I ] also contained a number of statements concerning
the cross-over theorem [23] which is anyway well known
to fail (e.g., [24,25]). In sum, however, the incorrect
arguments raised in [21], and related to the purported
inability of channelling to modulilte a pool at constant net
flux, are gross overgeneralisations which seem to stem (i)
from an unnecessary restriction in the coupling of pathway
parameters, and (ii) from the confusion of a parameter and
a variable. In answer to the question "Channelling can
affect concentrations of metabolic intermediates at constant net flux: artefact or reality?", it i s clear that the
answer is reality. Depending on how channelling flux is
increased the concentrations of pool metabolites can decrease, increase or remain at the original values.

2. Model and methods
The model used here to study the effects of channelling
an a linear pathh-zy is depicted in Fig, la and has been
described previously [19-211. It represents a pathway of
four consecutive enzyme-catalysed reactions in which the
two middle enzymes can associate and channel their intermediate metabolite. wtlllst a proponion of the intermediate
may be released to the 'bulk' solution, thus forming a
pool. Because we are specifics!!y interested in studying the
effects of channelling per se, the elementary reactions of
the two interacting enzymes were detailed explicitly, whilst
the other two were represented by single steps with
Michaelis-Menten-type kinetics. Similarly, since we wish
to describe the effects of the channel per se on the 'nakec"
(channel-free) pathway, we also delineate the equivalent
case in which the channelling steps (7 and 8 in Fig. t a) are
absent (Fig. Ib); in such a circumstance, the kinetics of
enzymes 2 and 3 (steps 2-51 may be accounted for by the
reversible Michaelis-Menten rate law (and one can compure the kinetic constants from the rate constants). We
w o ~ l dstress that this model is the same as the one studied
n u m ~ r i c u l l ~in [19). However. the model represented
g~upkii.ully in Scheme 3 of that paper, as well as the

mode! rcprcsented in F i g I of 1211, is significantly differcnt froin this; ctmscruation of enzyme molecules is not
1nc1udc.d in that model, with the effect. for example. that
E I X i s c:;nvcncd to E2CE, without ever binding El.
Because such inf:omplete arrow diagrams can he misleading. wc think i t is apptopriatc la present the graphical
representation of the full madel. The dynamic equations of

thc mathematical elaboration of the model are given in Fig.
2. They are essentially identical to (although somewhat
more general than) with the equations employed earlier in
[ 19-2 I]. The variables of this mndel are expreswd as time
deriviitivcs. They include the internal metslhr>litcconcentrations [S]. LC], and [Dl as well as the concr.ntrationsof the
enzyme forms [E21 [E2X]. [Ei]. [E,Y]. and [E,CE,].
Because of conservation of the total concentratic~nof en-
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Fig. 1 . Model of dynamic channelling in a four-un/yrne pathway. ( A ) the
full schematic model (for the corresponding ma!hrmarical mrdel 5ee Fig.
2); (B) the same pathway without channelli~~g.
in which the interactions
between enzymes 2 and 3 that allow for the ch;mnclling of C arc ahsent.
A m ) r a d s refer tn the pnilivc direction nf fluxes: all steps e x c u p h are
treated as kinetically reversihlc.

zymes 2 and
Although
the tluxes
3, onlyare
three
alsoofvariables,
the latter!hey
are are
independem.
not independent of the internal metabolite concentrations. ants are
expressed as functions of the latter; thu:: they do not
appear explicitly in Fig. 2.
The numerical data displayed herein were obtained as
previously [2G] with the simulation program GEPASI 2
with an Intel
126.271 On a personal cornpurer
80486 procesqor running MS-DOS and MS-W indows 3.1.

Fig. 2. Thc full mathematical modcl. This m d d dcscrihes thc cnnccntra~ionsnf rhc internal mutabolitch and rnzyme complcxcs (the variables of rhc
mndel) as a function of kinc~iuand rit!e canslants and of the conccnrrati~mof the precursor A. The Fardmetcrs Ai arc uscd to mtduliltc rhe rate o f ~ h \trps
c
i . The pardmeter q multiplies the four const:ants associated with steps 3 and 4. whilc p multiplieh the four constants assmiated with stcps 7 and 8 . In *omc
simulations (see text) p is varied to change thc pmportion nf flux thrr~ugtithc channel and y i3 arljurted +ii that the ncr flux remains constant (toa ~pccihc
nccuracy). In other simul;ltions one or both of p and (1 art. kcpr constant and cqulrl to I . Finally. in some simulalionh. p and (1 modify rr rnwc rcsrriclud 3ct
of ra!e constants (sce iuxt 1.

Some rcsul~s wcrc cliccked with the program SCAMP

[28.29] o n thc same computer,

As previously [?0]. and as followed in [ZI]. we use
metnhrrlic conirol analysis (MCA. [30,3 I]. recently reviewed in [32.31]) and enzyme kinetics, tnp?!her with
steady-state simuiations, to study thc effects of metabolic
channelling. AIthough MCA has traditionally been used
for systems with indeoendent conversions of metabolite
pools, it has also been applied to specific problems of

channelled systems [34-38). Recently. it has been shown
that MCA is quite capable of dealing with such systems in
general if clnc describes the action of channelling enzymes
by explicitly considering the enzyme states (with the inherent cansenration of moieties) and their elementary reaction
steps 1391. The first comment to make. however. as has
indeed been widely stressed in the pertinent literature. is
that in the MCA (and indeed generally) it is crucial to
distinguish between parameters and variables [30.36.404.41. Parameters are ~ F O ~ ~ Rof~ CtheS experimental system
set either by the experimenter (e.g.. temperature, pH) or by
nature (kinetic and ratc constants) thar remain constant
during an expcrirnent (including during the transition to a
steady state). whiist the latter (such as the concentrations
of intermediary metabolites or the flux) only attain a
constant value (apart from tlicir characteristic fluctuations
[41]) as steady state is achieved: the steady-state magnitude of any variable is determined by those of all the
pammctcrs [30]. Changes in the magnitude of any variable
cannot affect the steady-state mcgnitude of any other
variable (except for systems which are inherently multistabie and in which the perturbation had pushed the system
away from the original basin of attraction (see [44,46]). but
lhese are not considered by MCA [47] and are beyond the
scope of the present discussion).
Likewise. changes in the magnitude of a variable flux,
or flux ratio. cannot by themselves affect the steady-state
conccntration of a me~abolite. By contrast, changes in
pardmeter values affect flux ratios and concentrations. in
MCA. this is quantified by a response coefficient [48].
Also. and most often. both the concentrations and fluxes
change when st parameter i s changed. The changes in
concentration and in a flux may then be conipared by
taking their ratio. For small modulations this leads to the
co-rcspon.ic coefficient defined by Hofmcyr et al. [49].
Imprtanrly. the magnitude and even the sign of a ca-responsc dcpends on the parameter that is modulated.
Thi\ p i n 1 is rtlevunt here becuusc the c~ueslionraised
ini tiail y was: "does incrcascd channelling reduce the conccn~rationof the channcllcd metabolite?". In view of the
above. rhc questirm i h ill-pt~rused.Instead one should ask
for the 'co-rcspolisc' of' thc intcrmcdiilte mctabolitc conccntration with ~ h cextent of chilnnelling. LC.. how that

concentration varies with channelling. However, the question is :hen incomplete, since it should specify which
parameter is modulirted so as to affect the extent of
channelling, Accordingly we note that the title of the
present paper mwt also he rcad with caution. The question
to be addressed cannai be why and when the phenomenom
of channelling of flux can decrease pool size. It must be
the extent to which channelling in the transitive sense, i.e.,
Lhe guiding by a c e r ~ a i njliil<i~l~t!Icr
change of flux rhrough
the channel. can cause the concentration of a metabolite to
change,
In this paper we shrill exanline the co-response of the
intermediate metabolite concentration and rhe extent of
channelling for a number of different ways of modulating
the parameters of the system. We shall do this both
analytically and by numerical simulations. At each point
we shall treat the parameter change considered in [21] as
one of the cases. One question addressed is whether indeed. the direction in which the metabolite concentration
varies when channelling varies is different for different
parameter changes. The pertinent question, whether there
is always at least one way to increase the extent of
channelling such that the concentration of the intermediate
metabolite decreases at constant total flux, is addressed
analytically, and answered in the affirmative.

3.1.1. Proof rfiaf f h ~ r i:rr
c ~ ~ I c c ' ( I ~1t's ay.T to iticrease f114
e.rtent clf rhurrrielli~igSLIL-II that the ~ * ~ ~ ~ t ~ e t i torfatlw
fio)l
ir 1;cnnediarc rnetlibt~litudecreases; the case of a lit1eur
path rvcv

In this subsection we shall prove analytically that for
any case described by Fig. la. there are ways of varying
channelling at constant total flux J, such that [C] decreases
whilst the flux through the channel increases.
IJnless noted nther~n!?,ise.we shall modulate the iocal
rates of the elementary steps in the sense of effecting equal
relative changes in the forward and the reverse rate constants. For each elementary step, i. we denote such a
modulation by dln A,:

dln A, = dlnk,,

= dink -,

( 1)
We now consider the modulation of the steps 3, 4, 7
and 8, parametrized by dlnh,, dlnh,, dlnh,, and dlnh,,
not changing any other parameters, such that:
V, v , , - d l n A , + v - , * d i n A ,
dln A, = dln A, = - u7

v,j

+ v-,,

(2)

With this modulation. the steady-state concentrations of
the enzyme states (EI.E*. E,. E,Y. and E,CE,) do not
vary: neither does the total flux. Any increase in the
channel flux is exactly compensated for by a decrease in
poo! flux. This may be checked by writing for each
reaction rate by how much it will change when these
modulations and the variations given below occur are

affected. For instance, Eqs, 2-4 allow one to demonstrate
that dlnq = v,dlnA, - v , - dlnC = - d v , = - v; dln A,

and dlnv,

v*
+4

= dlnv, = dln A,

dlnC. The correspond-

V-I

ing variation in the concentration of the intermediate
metabolite and in the pool tlux amount to
dln A, - dln A,
d l n [ ~ ]= V.I
(3)
tf,,

dlnv, =

v,,

+ v-

3

- dln A, - I...
v+4 + V-

, din A,
(4)

.I

For this modulation. the co-response coefficient of the
intermediate metabolite concentration with the channel
flux is obtained by realising that dlnv, = dlnh, and cmploying Eqs. 2 and 3:

dln [c]
dlnu,

-=

-U,

concentration of the intermediate metabolite (pool) would
reduce the amount of material diverted to the competing
pathway {it could be a simple side-reaction). T h i s will be

even inore importact if the branch pathway prcduces some
tc~xic suhstnncc. If channelling is able to decrease the
concentration of intermediate rnetahlite avaitsbie fnr the
competing pathway this would reduce the flux in that
pathway . Conscqucnrly. ~t i s important to consider the
penerali~*~tion
of Fig. lo lo the case in which he m e t a b
lite C is removed by an addir!:,nal step lcompetinp with
step 4). For \implicity we shall assume this reaction to be
of first ordcr in the concentration of .' and effectively
irrcversihle. i.r..
Steady \tale requires:

dln A , - dln A,
u,, *dlnA,

+ u - , adlnh,

(5)

When A, is not modulated (dln A, = 0). this co-response is
negative. Eq. 4 shows that then. decreasing A, (dln A , < 0)
results in a decrease of pool flux. hence the channel flux
increases (because the total flux remains constant). Consequently, this equation proves that for any set of kinetic
parameters, there i s al~tqay.~
at least one way of increasing
channelling with an associated decrease in the cont-?ntration of the intermediate metabolite.
There are other types of modulation. whcre the concentration of the intermediate metabolite decreases with increasing channelling. For example it may be seen by
inspection of Eq. 5 that this occurs if A, increases and A ,
decreases. such that
v+4

(6)

In fact, modulations where A, is decreased can also lead to
s decrease in LC], provided that A, is decreased more than
A,:

dln A, < dln A,, (dln A, I 0)

with additionally:

din A,

-

v, . dln A,

- v, dln A,

v*,

+ v-,

i.e.. the branching rate constant A, is modulated such [hat
the branch flux does not change, hence:

t 12)

d v , = dv,

and

v- 3

dln A, < - dln A,, (dln A, > 0)

We now consider the modulation analogous to that given
by Eq. 2:

(7)

,.

Depending on the relative magnitudes of v,, and v- this
may be accompanied by an increase or a decrease in
channel flux. Eq. 5 also shows that (i) for the special
modulation that alters A, and A, by the same factor (as in
[ZL]). [C] does not change with the extent of channelling.
and (ii) there are many modulations t h t will increase [C]
with increasing channelling flux.
3.1.2. Pro($ that there are al~xiy.rw'uyr r t ~irtcr.ru.su rlre
exrent r$ channelli~tgsuch that thu c.onr.rrrtr~rtio~t
of i h ~
itt temediute metabolite der renses: the cusu
(1 brcraclt
,from the pathway
One of the reasons why channelling of a metabolite
could be 'useful' for an organism is if that metabolite i s
unstable or if i t would be consumed by an unwanted,
competing pathway. In those cases. 3 reduction of the

d l n [ ~ ]=

- dln A,

(13)

This modulation is again constructed in such n way that
the steady-state concentrations of tile enzyme forms and
the nut rate of any chemical species (metabolites and
cnzy me forms) remains zero. For instance, that dw, .= - dv,
can be shown as follows: the rate of step 4 is given (see
Fig. I ) by:
V ~ = U . ~ - V, = A ~ ( ~ + , [ C ] [ E , ! - ~ , [ E ~ Y ! )

(14)

By differentiation of Eq. 14 one finds:
u+
dlnv, = dln A, + -d l n [ ~ ]

v,
Using Eq. 1 0. Eq. 11. Eqs. 1 3 and 14. one finds:
dlnv, = dlnh,

=

v4
- -dlnv,

t 16)

WH

The co-response of
written as:
din u,

-=

dln[~]

v, with [C] for this

v, dlnv,
--u, dln[C]

rnodularian can be

not general is that it possesses the following irriportant and
unnecessary set of constraints: one of the modulation
paranleters ( y ) has to affect k,,, k-,. k , , and k - , by
the same factor (so here y = A, = A, 1. and the other ( p! to
affect A , , . k - , . k,,. and 4-,, a!sn by !he same factor
( p = A, = A,); in the language of MCA, as in fact mentioned in 1211. the elasticities of each of these steps towards the parameter that affects them is unity:

using Eq. IS:

dln IJ,

-

=

I,
-

dln[C]

-

IJ,

13 dr? A,
c

-

v, dln[C]

and from Fq. 1.3:
dln v,

v,,

dln[C]

tt,

-=--

dlnh,

v,

+--v,

dlnhH

Considering the case in which step 4 is not changed
~(dlnA,= 0). this equation proves that there is at least one
type of modulation in which channelling flux increases
accompanied by decreasing concentration of the intermediate metabolite. viz. dln A, < 0. Together. Eqs. 19 and I 1
allow one to select more modulations for which this
occurs. This leads to (assuming that LI,, > v - ,I:

v,

dln A ,

u,

dlnA,

-<-

A special type of modulation equally affects steps 3 and

4 he.. dln A , = dln A, ). Eqs. t I and 13 then lead to:

dln v,
dln[~]

71-4

,-=

dln[~]

--

dln v,

VJ +

(v,,

- - - . -

VK

-

--.

dln[~]

--

dln p

+ v-!)

V, VB

are the two parameters of the double
modularion.
There are, however, other perfectly feasible double
modulations which are not subject to the constraint of Eq.
25: for instance, we can affect both steps 7 and 8 (and 3
and 4) by changing only k,, and k - , by a facior p (and
k,,, k - > , k,, k-, by a factor y) and w o t k - , and k,,. In
this case, the elasticity coefficient of steps 7 and 8 towards
p are different from I. It should be noted that this modulation does not violate microscopic reversibility. Following
the same steps taken in [21] (described in their Eqs.
( 1 1-(9)). we obtain the relation (see Appendix I):
where p and q

(23)

t,'VFl

V ~ - V + ~ + V , - V - ~

For fluxes in rhe forward direction. the co-response of [C]
and v, (Eq. 24, is always negative: intermediate metabolite concentration decreases with increasing channelling
flux.

3.1.3. TIie modiriution that keeps the c.oucerrlrtrticl~lof r?tv
itttenrt~diclrt.rtrt.rrrboliru c*rJrl.rrctrlt11-hilu inc.recrsirlg clriirlneliifig ff' FI is n qrv-iol cu.w
In Ref. [21]. the authors sought t~ prove analytically
rhat in the mudel of Fig. la variations in the extent of
channelling (varied by changing p. see Fig. 2) at constant
rota1 flux (maintained by changing y, see Fig. 2) could not
in principle a k c t the concentra!ion or the pool intermediale C. and indeed claimed to have obtained a 'general
proof to this effect. The analytical proofs in the preceding
sections seem to be in conflict with this claim. What is
then the source of this spp;ircrlt discrepancy'?
Whilst we do not take issue with the rocisonirlg of the
proof in [ZI]. it tr~nspiresthat the algebraic analysis in [21]
i s not in fii:~general for the case where one changes the
propr~niunof flux through the channel while milintaining a
coristant net flux. 'rhc reason why the derivation in [21] is

- cy b;

+ cLC18;

is the concentration-control coefficient of
metabolite C with respect to the rate of step 7. 8,' is the
elasticity coefficient of step 7 with respect to the parameter
p, and so on.
In contrast to Eq. 9 of 1211, there i:, nothing we can say
about the right-hand side of Eq. 26. While we cannot
prove analytically that this expression is generally different
from zero, below we shall show by nmerical simulation
that it is often not zero.
Similarly, we may makc a double modulation in which
only steps 3 and 7 are offeiiid (by multiplying k,, and
k-, with q and by multiplying k+ k-, with p); thus the
elasticicl cw4'icients of step 4 towards q and of step 8
towards i, are zero, since they are not affected by these
parameters. Given this. a similar derivation to that in [21]
results in:
where I'c\

,.

dln[C]

--

dln p

- c ! U l - c\CI- c: ".I

c.;

The reasoning used for Eq. 26 also applies for Eq. 27:
the right-hand side cannot be proven always to be zero, but
we shall also show by simulation cases in which it is not

zero.
Thcre are yet further methods for maintaining the net
flux constant, which do not require double modulations; in
this case ;r derivation along the lines of that in [21] does
not seem to be possible because there is simply no second

parameter being adjusted! Thus. however s~rpe:~lcia!lypersuasive it might appear, the so-cal!ed 'genera! proof of
(211 is not: i t only applies to thc special cilscs in which the
Eq. 25 holds,

In the analysis in 1211. the steady-state flux lulls erlgineered to be constant (to several decimal places? by adjustina the rate constants of stem 3 and 4. m u l r i ~ l v i nthem
~ bv
a factor q for each value of p (this corresponds t o
dln P = dln '7 = dln ' 8 and d'nq =
in
A3 =
tion 3.1.1 and Section 3.1.2. AS discussed above. however.
there are other ways of fixing the net flux while modulnting the proponion passing through the chimnel. One such
way is to modify :?,e first stcp to make its rdte to he
constant (i.e., of zero crder with respect tcr its own substrate and product) such that wc effectively fix the input
flux. instead of fixing the cl~ncentrationof the first suhstrate [SO]. This corresponds to ( ' velocity-induced' pathways that have a constant input of substrate. rather than
being 'reservoir-induced' by having a constant concentration of initial substrate. the internal merabolite concentrations adjust to n preset flux. (This distinction is equivalent
to the contrast, that is made explicit in electrical circuit
theory, betweet1 using a constant current source and a
constant voltage source: see. for example, f51.521.) Imposing a constant flux in this way tail also be done at other
points in the pathway. such as the last step. That case
m

Cr

d

L.

corresponds to pathways that have a constant output of
product, rather than cor~stantconcentration of product. in
each case, the net flux in the steady state will be equal to
that of the zero-order step.
Other ways of varying the flux through the ch;~nnel
whilst maintaining a fixed value of net flux include changes
in some rate constants of the channel branch (steps 7 and 8
in Fig. 1) compensated by changes in other rate constants
of the pool branch (steps 3 and 4 in Fig. 1). These will
differ from the double modulations of [21] whenever all of
the 8 kinetic constants involved are not changed simultaneously. Particularly, we have done this (i) by changing k,,
and k- and compensating with y, Iii) by changing k ,
and k-,, md compensating with k,, and k ,. a d (iii) by
imposing conslant flux as described above.

,

,,

.,

3-1.4.1. Modtrl~itionr$ c*ornpl~-r
.r~uhility.Another way of
modulating the proportion of flux passing through the
channel is to vary k +, and k - ,(whilst keeping their ratio
constant in order to maintain the same thermodyn,imiz
constraints). In order to keep the total tlux conhtant. we
adjust y. which multiplies k
k
k and k (as in
1211). This differs from the modullttions described in [2l]

,,.

..

,. ,,

,

.

in that in that paper the proportion of flux passing through
the channel was modulated solely by increasing p (which
is the same as Increasing k +, k- k +, and k - - , by the
same factor). Changing k,, and k - , affects the stability
of the E,CE, complex, in contrast to increasing p which

,,

la-'

lb'

I

10'

1P

Y ,
'-a

Fig. 3. Slt.;ldy-cl'~tc csnccntrition of ~ h cP M rnt:~ahr~tirc
~
('. cn/yme
cr~mp!t'~
F,,C7E: ,.;ind prccnlage of flux rhrrrugh the channcl ,I% ;r function
di.\crifi[ltm ~ { m a a n lof ihe EI('F., ct~mplcr. Thr. t,ccrcc sf
c.hsnnelling
\ilrred by ch;mdng A .
and A
(Glh.ylng
;he ncbatian
k ,= L . / I
41rnuItancousIy he nct flux i\ kep~consrant hy ;rdjusring
Y (which rnulriplicc A ,
k k , , and k , I . other primctcrs: V' = V '
= K ,,,. = K ,,,, = I c a c p I ) : p = k , , = X - . - k , = l : k , , = k , = k . , =
K, = 1 SIC^ h):
0.4: A = I).IU: t , = 10: li = l i . . == n.1: v =

.

-

ru.

.

,. ,.
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,,,,

,

Ifn.

10: [E, ],,,, = [ I l , ] = I . The K, values irrc f~atk dis.rriation of
E?C'E, by ktcp 7. ~ h rdissociation of thir species via .;rep X has K,, values
onu order of rniagn~tudclower. The J*, ralucs wsrc fixed ;i~
0. 1h4Hfi727K
I -b / - O . o ( H H W M ) . S ~ ~ ~ i). y varics from n.hS23h9577 K , = I I lo 115.XX.7115
( K,,= O.o(Hi 1 1. Cloxcd circlcs represent [C],,.clcncd trian~lcx[EICE,1
,
and open yuarcc Ihc steady-state ckannel nus.

[A]

just makes steps 7 and 8 faster (cioser to equitihrium) and
does not affect the stability of the complex. (Such an effect
on k . and k , might easily be considered in evolutionary terms to he the result of a single-site mutation in the
genets) coding for either E, or E,. which would he a
simple mechanism for affecting the stability of EZCElsee FIE. la.) Representative data are given in Fig. 3. where
it ma): be seen that it is indeed quite possible to vary the
extcnl of chan~rlling at constant total (net) flux but
nonetheless ~imultarieously effect a decrease in the
steady-state value of [C](cf. 1531). An increased stability
of the E,CE, complex, i.e., of the dynamic channel.
cattses a smaller pool size.

,

3.1.4.2. Modlrltrrit~n of .rtups 3 and 7. Modulating the
proportion of flux passing through the channel whilst
niaintaining the net flux constant by varying k and k ,
compensating with an appropriate change in k ,, and k
(leaving the other steps unchanged), could be effected in

+,

,.

,

nature by a suitable point mutation in the gene encoding
E, or E,. A simulation in which this was carried aut i*r
displayed in Fig. 4. Again it is easy to find conditions in
which one can vary the extent of channelling at constant
total (net) flux a11d simultaneousty reduce the pool size. In
this particular ciise one may observe that a rather small
increase of channel flux Ifrnrn 74 to 97% of the rotal flux)
is accompanied by a decrease of nearly two orders of
magnitude

in

[C],..

One can et'fcctively do the p~rrrpiernentat~! y of
~
modd ction to that described in the previous paragraph (to
vary ~ ; i cproportion of flux passing thn~ttghthe channel
whilst m~intainingthe net tlux constant) by varying k , ,
and k and then compensating by an appropriate change
in k , and k ,. This could also be effected in nature by a

,
,

Fig. 4. St~ad!-\tdlc cnncenfr;rticln of pu11rnctaholiirr C. cnr.vmu complcx
ti:CI:;. and prccnl;~;:c of flux lhrnugh thc channel ils a runction of k ,.
Tht dcgrcc of channelling i s varicd hy changing A , , 2nd A - ,. simultanmusly thr ncl fluh i s kcpf constant hy adjusting k , and X _ : ( k - =
k,, and 1 - = A . -/lo). Othcr piinnrclcn: I"= K,,, = I. V ' =. 1 0
+

,

'.

K,=1wI.;rcp1~:p=~=~,,=X.,,=X-,=1:A--z=X--,=6,,=
k-, =0.1: A,. = 11): 1'= K , , - I (alep 6); [A]= 10: [E,],,,, =[El] ,,,, =
I,Thc J,, ialucs LVCW fixed ;it 0.27710hU9h 4 + / - 0 . m 2 7 c 4 1. Clnscd

,I,, and o p n squares

circlr* rcprcscnt IC'],, . closed triangles IM) X [EICE
the <icad>-state channel Hux.

suitable p i n t mutatian in the gerres encoding E, or E3.
The data from sirnutiltions in which this was carried out
(not shown) indicate that one can again easily find canditions in which one can vary the extent of char~nellingat
constant ~otsll(net) flux hut nonetheless simulraneously
effect 3 substantial change in [C],, (see also Section 1 , I 1.
3.1.4..?. Iriflrnr- t=.)tltrolltdpntltlron~.We now consider the
case in which the pathway is supplied with substrate (via
reaction I) at a constar,! rate. which we set to an arbitrary
value. in the mathcmatica: model (Fig. 2) this is done by
substitu~ingrhc term
v'[A]

---

K.

\'[El]
K,,p

by the constant 0.9088 (the desired value of steady-state
flux). In this case the net flux of the pathway in the steady
slate is truly constant at different values of p. under
rnnditions in which, nirrst intj~orlcltttly.~ i r rother parameters of' the model need to be adjusted. Since the only
parameter that is changing ill these simulations is p any
cft'cct on any variable tha~ i s observed cilll safely be
attributed to channsllinrr. Fig. 5 details the effects of
changing p under these conditions on borh the pool size
and the mngni~udesof he fluxes. It is clear that depending
on the extent of channelling. the concentration of the pool
intermediate can doubfe or halve. relative to the pathway
lactiinc a channel.
A rcirrtcd way of imposing consrant flux is t9y setting
the lest step ( 6 )of the pathway to a constant rate. This is
a ~ t ' n l
v LVl
achicvcd by substituting thc term
hy lhe deC

t

C

K,, + [Dl

'ired
'(' stcild)'-state
f13''
Once
found
circumst;lances in which when 11 is varied. the oo-response
of [c],,and channel flux was not zero (dilta, not shown).

Fig. 5. S~endy-stateconccntrition of puol metabolite C and pcrccntnge of
stcady-statc flux through thc channel ;IS a f~ncrionof p at constant
supply of suhstra~e.Thr dcprce of channcllinp is varicd hy sctling rhc
parameter p to increasing valucs; the net flux is constant duc to the fixcd
rate of thc first step. Other parrrmcrcrs: v = 0.9088 (step I): k , , = Ai + =
k,=k,,=I;+,=X;.,=Ir+,=l000:
y=k,2=k,,=k-7=k,H=
k-, = I ; V = K,, = I (step 6):[A]= 10: [E:; ,, =[El] ,,,, = I . Closed circles represent [c],, and open squares ~ h flux
r through the channel (s~rps7
and 8). The solid horizontal line represents thr value of [C],, for the
pathway of Fig. Ih (without channelling) for Ihe same parameters i!:;
ahovc (except that sisps 7 and 8 do not exist. neither does E2CEI). the
horizontal broken linc represents the value of the net flux for the same

,

modeI.

3.1.5. Effec.lir~erressqf ~.hatznellingiri decrea.ring the pclal
r t . I j ~ ttire
~ lrer Jlr~rii. rcrllort*edt:~r4au
Although it has been previously shown that channelling
is able to decrease an intermediate metabolite pool size
when the flux is allowed to change [201, the significance oi'
the numerical results shown could be gainsaid on the
grounds that the concentration that had been decreased by
(in that case) three orders of magnitude was already small
in the absence of a channel. such that reducing it further
would be meaningless in practical terms. In Table I we
show data for a different numerical case in which the
conditions are such that the concentration of the intennediate without the channel is relatively high bur whicn is
decreased by one order of magnitude when the channel is
operating (with high values of p). As previously [20] we
define the coefficient as !he ratio of the concentration of
the intermediate C at a certain value of p to the concentration of C without the channel ( a = [C]/[C],,). similarly the
v.-Ll-

1 CllllC L

of

dcprcc

rhilnnclling

K],,

f'

0
0.001
0.0I
0.1
1

0.h90-1500
0.8225023
0.H12It178
0.n 18145X
0.77h93h I

o.3h% I ~ 7 8
O.llMI4h
O.(MSY458
O.(W1450

10
1 1K)

l Ow

at vvriJble

Jilt,

Jchanncl

0.56!4 159
0.2879963
0.2883956

0.00MW

0.2Y23762
0.3309076
0.58r)2023
0.741 XM9
0.75221176
0.7532M3

O.'1..FKHl599

O.MO5988
I).o059792
0.0588740
0.45~255

0.7301332
0.75 I 155'1
0.7531515

Ihc degwu al channelling is mtxlulu~cdhy ihu pararnekr p (that multiplica k + A.?. A , and k . , ) allowing the net flux lo act ;is a true
,.iiriat,lr, Olhtr parJmclrrs
V , = V ' = K,.. = K ,., = 1
1); =
= k., = k , 7 = A + =~ k.b= fi.j;
= A + = k , *= k , = k , %=
= 1;
A , , = 10: \'= K,,,= 1 (s~rph): [A] = ,o: [E,] ,,,, =[El],,,, = I.
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,
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apprt~priateat this stage to think simply in terms of the
'effects' or 'consequences' of metabolic channelling [MJ.
Mort. speciiicalty. the issue adrlresseJ bere is: can an
increased proportion of chonne!!ir,p flux he aucompiinied
by decrc;\cd concentration of the intermediate rnetahrdite'?
In a previous paper I201 we showed numerically that for

some exurnplus i t can.

Our previous resuhs [ZD] were chaltcngcd in [?I] by
arguing that 14: changes ir: pool s i x that we had observed
when modulating the extent of channelling were due to
changes in the net flux. T h i s interpretrltion is bosod rm the

Fig. 6. Effcct of piramcrer p (In ;hc rclatisc clctidy-%talccc)nr.cntrarloo IIT
ponl mctaholitc C and rclutive utcady-crate I,,., hc dct.;i;t'u io thc 1 t . x ~ . lr
is the valuc of [C],,dividcd by [C],,whcn p = 0 (no channell~ng)and rb
is thc value of J,,, Jividcd by J,,,., whcn 1' =' (!.The pirlpr,fllnn r>f flux
~hrough[he channel is modulated via paramcrc-r 11. 01hcr p;lrametcr\ a\
listed in thc Icgend of Tablc I .

fallacy that one variahte (in this case the net flux) can
control lrnother variable (the p l size). This i s a wry
important issuc which (in a biochemical context) has been

Fig. 7. Maximal relativr steady-statc concenlr;r!ion of pun1 mcraholi~r..'
(a,,,)and maximal relative stcedy-state J,,: (hi,,,,
) as a funct;,).:
v'.
A1 each value of Y. a,,,,
and &,,, wcrc arbitrarily takcn tcl tw a and d
at p = 10000 which. in this cost. slightly undcrcsrimate~the [rue valuc c~f
a,, , and h,,,
.. All other parirncrers as dcscrihcd in Tihle 1 .
9 '

coefficient 4 is defined as the ratio of total (net) flux at a
certain value of p to the t ~ t a lflux without the channel.
Fig. 6 shows the dependence of ar and # on p for the data
of Table 1. The value of a when p tends to infinity. a ,,
is a function of (but not only of) the catalytic capacity cf
the last step ( V in this model), as shown pre\;iously for

.

other numerical cases [20]. The higher V is. the more
cffectively does the addition of a channel decrease the
intermediate p
l concentration. Such a dependence is
shown in Fig. 7. In this particular case, channelling only
has a substantial effect when V is higher than approximately I: when it is equal to or higher than 10. the
reduction in the concentration of the p i intermediate is
by two orders of magnitude. Thus we see from the data
displayed in Tablc I and Figs. 6 and 7 that it is possible to
have a channel that reduces an originally large concentmtion of the free (pool) metabolite by two orders of magnitude.

addressed by Metabolic Conrrol Analysis (e.g., [37]):
changes in the initial concentration of any variable canno1
affect the steady -state magnitude of any other va:iahle
(except for systems which are inhrrent!;. multi-statli and
in which the perturbation pushes the system away from the
original basin of attraction - see [45.46]). In other words.
na changes in the steady-state magnitude of a variable (in
this case ihe concentration of the intermediate metabolite)
can be accounled for in terms of king caused by other
variables (the net flux), since they are both effects rather
than causes. Effects can only be accounted ior by (changes
in) parameters. Changes in y. which is also a parameter.
can cause changes in intermediate concentrations as well.
Simultaneous changes in p 2nd q designed to make !he
net flux consirmi means that zny effects are due to changes
in both p nrzd q .
Consequently. when the interest lies in two variables of
the system Ii.e., the proportion of channelling flux and the
intermediate metabolite concentratian) one is really asking
for a comparison of the responses of the two variables to
the pardmeter change. Hofmeyr et al. 1491 have defined the
infinitesimal equivalent of this comparison as [he co-response coefficient.
In general. co-responses depend orr the parameters that
are modulated. By stating that they have given a general
proof that channelling has no effect on the intermediate
meiabcllite concentration at constant net flux. the authors
of 12 11 suggested otherwise. Is the co-response of channelling t lux and intermediate metabolite concentration indeed an exception and independent of which parameters
are changed'?

Both analytically and numerically the present paper
disproves this possibility: the variation of the intermediate
meraho!ite concentration with channelling depends grearly
on how channelling is increased. Indeed. [C] can rise. fill1
or remain constant. with increased channelling flux (at

4. Discussion

co~~stant
total ilux).

The literature is rich in suggestions for the possible
advantages of metabolic channelling for cellular
metabolism (e.6.. 11 1 - IS]). Nonetheless. however attractive the term 'advantage' might be, we think it is more

Accordingly. we have shown ana!ytically that for any
implementation of the model of Fig. la. there are ways to
increase the channelling flux and decrease the concentmtion of the intermediate metabolite C at constant net flux.
This answers the issue raised (can channelling be accom-

panicd by a dccmascd intcrmcdiate mctzlbolitc corccntmtion'!) in the affirmative,
In [ZI]. it was assumed that the only legitimate way of

enhancing channelling flux is to simultaneously decrease
tnc rate constants k ,
k _ k , , . and k
by the same
factor and increase the rate constants k , k - . k , and
k - by another factor, In pantcular the authors criticised
calculations in which we had changed k
and k - at
constant k , / k
and k, ,/k-, adjusting p to maintain
the net flux constant. The authors of [ZI]took refuge in an
incomplete representation of the present Fig. I b and 'demonstrated' that in that figure. where channelling is absent,
the same pammcter change would also lead to a decrease
in [C]. In [2 !I, this was attributed to "the cross-over effect
of changing relative aciivities of two enzymes", The attribution was necessarily incorrect. since the cross-over effect is defined [23] (and see [24,25,55]) as the relative
effect of the modulation of'the activity of a sirrgle enzyme
on metabolites upstream and downstream of that enzyme.
Such a modulation does change the total flux and is hence
incor~sisientwith the: boundary ccnditicns that we imposed
and to which the calculations met essentially. In the present paper we have presented additional modulations, that
do not correspond even to what were referred to as 'crossover effects' in [21). For instance. increasing the stability
of the E,CE, complex Wig. 3) can lead to a negative
co-response of channelli~hgflux and intermediate metabolite concentration. and so could simulraneous and equal
n~odulationof k , . k- k ,. and k- at constant supply
of substrate (Fig. 5). Using a temporal analysis. Easterby
1601 has also pointed tu some of the fallacies of the model
in [?I].
Perhaps most revealing is our result that even the
modulation of channelling proposed in [21] ieads to a
decrease in intermediate metabolite concentration with increased channelling (see Eq. 24). except in the special case
of no consumpiion of the intermediate C by side-reactions.
Notably. the modulation applied here is the same as that
proposed in [?I] with the provision that. in this more
general case of a branch from the pathway. not only the
net pathway flux but also the branch step flux is kept
constant.
For a genuine study of the effect of channelling on a
pool size we must modulate osiy p. If changes in also
affect the net flux this merely confirms that flux is a
variable. not a parameter. Therefore the correct cunclusion
is that channelling r.ur1 decrease the pool size [20] and
increase the flux (contrary also to what was stated by [%I).
Heinrich and Schuster 1571. based on a similar model to
that of [?I] in which the conservation of enzyme species
was ignored, came to the same conclusion as the latter
authcrs (i.e.. that channelling would not be able to decrease the pool size at constant overill flux). Nonetheless,
they also stated their belief that "( ...I flux enhancement is
likely to be the mas[ important advantage of channelling
(...Y' [57]. It seems obvious to us thul if the question of
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interest is whether adding u channel to nn otherwise 'naked'
parhway affects concentrations or fluxes. cases in which
the net flux is arbitrarily forced to be constant by simultaneously modulating other rate constants are rather irrelevant. At all events, we have shown that the way in which
the flux is controlled (at a constant value) influences the
outcome of the experiment (Figs. 3-53.
A similar argument to that in [2 I] was previously raised
in 1571, bur this was based on a unrealistic model of
dynamic channelling. In the latter paper it was considered
that channelling consists of a simple branch separating a
pool mechanism from a direct transfer mechanism, converging again further downstream. However this is an
incorrect assumption as it ignores mass conservation relations and the fact that a substrate-enzyme complex reacts
with a free enzyme (step 7 in our model, see Fig. 1). Also
here, only if all the rate constants of one branch were
multiplied by the same scalar did the pool size remain
constant at variable channel flux. As painted out in [57],
double modulations of the type described in [211 result in
an effective 'decoupling' of the branch where the intermediate is released to the 'bulk' solution from the channel
[57]: in such conditions varying the parameters on the
channel branch cannot affect variables on the pool branch.
T h i s results, in fact, in a circular argument in which one
ensures that there will be no changes in the pool size (by
api;lying such a special modulation) to prove that the pool
size does not change.
In summary, we may conctude that the effectiveness of
channelling in decreasing a pool, even at constant flux. i s
very much a reality.
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Appendix A

We begin by writing down the relationships between
the logarithmic changes in net flux J,,, and the parameters
p and y. and of the the logarithmic changes in the
concentridtion of the pool intermediate C ( [ C ] )and the
parameters p and y:

dlnJ,,

=

(C;~'!F;+ ~ ~ " ' ! $ ) d l n ~

+ ( ~ { ~ ' k+:~:'"k:)dln

use the hr:~nchtheorems 125.581 to furrher simplify them.
in uontra(i1 to thc \pecial case of Q. A7.

where Ci represents the control coefficient of variable j
with respect to step i defined as follrrws:

dinj
c{=dlnv,

and EL the elasticity coefficient of step i with respect to
parameter k defined as fallows:
.
dlnv,
g; = -dln k
For a double modulation to be effected at constant net
flux (dlnJ,,,, = O), q must be adjusted following a change
in p. Setting the RHS of Eq. A l to zero and solving for
dln q/dl~tp, one obtains:

dln 4
c;~cI~;c:nutE;
= - - -----

--

~ { " k ;+ cin'V

Using Eq. A5, one can- recast Eq. A2 as:

dln[C]

-=

dln p

c\~]&;
+c

~ ~ I E ~
P

If the elasticities of each of the steps 3 and 3 to q and of
the steps 7 and 8 to p are unity, Eq. A5 reduces to:

din [C]

-=

dln p
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